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Abstract: Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Traffic Management (UTM) is an active research subject
as its proposed applications are increasing. UTM aims to enable a variety of UAS operations,
including package delivery, infrastructure inspection, and emergency missions. That creates the need
for extensive research on how to incorporate such traffic, as conventional methods and operations
used in Air Traffic Management (ATM) are not suitable for constrained urban airspace. This paper
proposes and compares several traffic capacity balancing methods developed for a UTM system
designed to be used in highly dense, very low-level urban airspace. Three types of location-based
dynamic traffic capacity management techniques are tested: street-based, grid-based, and cluster-
based. The proposed systems are tested by simulating traffic within mixed (constrained and open)
urban airspace based on the city of Vienna at five different traffic densities. Results show that using
local, area-based clustering for capacity balancing within a UTM system improves safety, efficiency,
and capacity metrics, especially when simulated or historical traffic data are used.

Keywords: UTM; UAVs; capacity balancing; flow control; U-space; urban air mobility

1. Introduction

There is increasing interest in incorporating Unmanned Areal Vehicle (UAV) flights
in urban environments to reduce ground congestion on city streets. Companies such as
Amazon [1], Alphabet [2], and Walmart [3] have explored drone-based delivery for small
packages. This application is predicted to become the largest source for urban air operations
demand, as ground vehicles could be substituted by small unmanned aerial systems (UAS),
reducing city traffic and CO2 emissions [4]. Such systems could also be used to reliably
transport sensitive medical supplies, as highlighted by Zipline [5] and UPS [6], which use
drones to deliver medicine and COVID-19 vaccines, respectively.

To accommodate the demand for such operations, we aim to investigate the design
of an Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM / U-space) system capable of serving a large
number of flights in an urban environment. In 2014, NASA defined the purpose of UTM
as a system to enable low-altitude airspace operations in a safe and efficient manner [7].
It should provide services such as airspace design, traffic congestion management, route
planning and replanning, strategic and/or tactical separation management, dynamic ge-
ofencing, etc. The present research is intended to support the transition to the third level
of U-space (U3), as defined by SESAR in [8]. At the U3 level, advanced services support
complex operations in highly dense areas by including capacity management, conflict
detection assistance, and automated detect and avoid (DAA) functionalities.
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The research at hand is a follow-up study to the Metropolis II project [9]. The project
aimed to create a unified approach to the design of a UTM system for very low-level, highly
dense urban airspace and investigate the effect of the degree of centralisation of separation
management on the performance of the system. The results of the project show that a
hybrid approach (both centralised and decentralised components) achieves the greatest
mission safety and efficiency.

Thus, the aim of this research is to determine and propose a dynamic capacity man-
agement solution for a hybrid UTM system. A central flow control module is developed
to enable capacity balancing by identifying high-traffic density areas and informing the
aircraft. This allows aircraft to individually and tactically replan their routes to avoid
congested areas. The objective of developing the flow control module is to actuate a more
homogeneous redistribution of traffic, which would have benefits the safety and efficiency
of the flights. Flow control operates in flow groups, which are predefined regions where
traffic density is measured.

The main scope of this work is to study location-based dynamic traffic capacity
management techniques. This is conducted by creating flow groups with three different
techniques, (1) street-based, (2) grid-based, and (3) cluster-based. The grid-based and
cluster-based techniques are designed in two different flow group sizes to test the impact
of the flow group size. A common flow control module acts as a traffic regulator for the
three different techniques. This traffic regulator can be part of a future hybrid concept with
decentralised flight planning and tactical conflict resolution. The flow control module is
implemented and tested using all the proposed flow group definitions. The developed
systems are compared to evaluate their performance across different metrics, emphasising
safety and performance efficiency.

The article at hand is structured as follows: related work that contributed to the devel-
opment of the methods at hand is presented in Section 2. An overview of the components
and design considerations for a UTM concept of operations is presented in Section 3. The
flow control design and methodology are presented in Section 4. The experimental process
and results are given in Section 5, and the analysis and interpretation of the latter are
presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Dynamic Airspace Management (DAM) intends to improve the demand-capacity
balance of the airspace; this can be enabled by using adaptable airspace sectors for
Air Traffic Management (ATM) [10]. The airspace is partitioned into control sectors based
on the current locations of the aircraft to ensure that the aircraft count in each sector is lower
than a predefined value. The DACUS project [11] investigated methods for determining
the maximum capacity of the airspace and solutions for very high demands. It also identi-
fied the benefits of designing capacity metrics that consider the highly dynamic nature of
U-space. An airspace 3D discretisation technique considering Communication, Navigation,
and Surveillance (CNS) performance was introduced in [12]. The proposed technique
enables dynamic management of airspace resources in urban airspace. The position and
the estimated CNS performance of each aircraft are used to assign occupancy grids online.

The decentralisation of certain components of a UTM system offers better workload
distribution and lowers the dependency on ground infrastructure, decreasing the chance
for single point of failure occurrences [13]. A decentralised, hierarchical approach for a
UAS ATM system allows scalability and robustness for high traffic densities [14]. Vertiports
and vertihubs were defined as control entities in [14], with vertihubs controlling the flow
of aircraft in and out of their sectors of responsibility, while vertiports control the takeoff
and landing procedures of individual aircraft. Unmanned traffic can be structured using
the Dafermos algorithm designed to avoid traffic congestion and complexity [15]. Thus, a
network to describe the airspace and an air traffic assignment model should be defined.

A feasibility assessment of organising unmanned straight-line flights in densely pop-
ulated areas demonstrated a noticeable increase in the number of inter-vehicle conflicts
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in large clusters over densely populated areas [16]. The San Francisco Bay Area is used
as the experimental area, in which up to 1,000,000 flights per day were simulated. The
performance was evaluated using a count and frequency of large deconfliction problems.
These results show that free unmanned flights are feasibly safe for up to 10,000 flights per
day, while more elaborate traffic management is required for larger numbers of flights.
Their results suggest that the number of conflicts in urban airspace can be reduced by
applying airspace structure and capacity balancing techniques in the system.

Air traffic management literature includes different metrics capable of describing
the traffic in the airspace. Those metrics may be used to develop better-performing traf-
fic management systems. In 1998, NASA introduced a dynamic density metric for air
traffic [17], including traffic density and traffic complexity. It was designed to provide
real-time information about air traffic to help in estimating the workload of an air traffic
controller. The proposed factors contributing to the dynamic density metric are the traffic
density, three dynamic factors describing heading, speed and altitude changes, two aircraft
distribution factors counting the aircraft with Euclidean distance shorter than two prede-
termined limits, and three conflict factors predicting the number of conflicts in specific
future time intervals [17]. Aircraft clusters can be used in the future to automatically
determine dynamic regions of high traffic density and complexity [18], and special cluster
identification methodologies need to be applied.

In 2019, SESAR presented a performance framework for the European ATM Architec-
ture and proposed Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Performance Indicators (PIs)
over nine Key Performance Areas (KPAs): Safety, Security, Environment, Capacity, Opera-
tional Efficiency, Predictability, Cost-effectiveness, Flexibility, and Access and Equity [19].
Several of these indicators were taken into account for the work at hand.

3. Unmanned Traffic Management System Overview

The UTM system studied in this paper is a hybrid system that includes airspace rules,
flight planning, tactical separation management, and capacity management functionalities
for highly dense urban airspace. The rules and operations are common for all the UAVs of
the system. The current section presents an overview of the concept of operations of this
system and of its basic modules and design requirements. The research conducted in this
paper focuses on the capacity balancing and flow control functionality of the system, while
the rest of the system is designed to provide the testing framework for the module.

It is assumed that the UAVs of the system have no information concerning future
flights or access to the exactly planned routes of other UAVs. Due to this assumption,
strategic pre-flight planning and deconfliction are not included in this system. The absence
of strategic planning intensifies the generation of traffic hotspots, which capacity balancing
attempts to resolve through flow control. The lack of strategic planning, in combination
with the use of high traffic densities during experiments, tests the effectiveness and the
limits of the studied flow control implementations.

The proposed hybrid system can be divided into four modules:

1. Airspace rules and structure: responsible for defining a set of flight rules for the
aircraft, aiming at increasing the overall efficiency and safety of the system by making
traffic aligned and segmented [20,21].

2. Capacity management and flow control: responsible for capacity balancing by collect-
ing position data from the flying aircraft and generating and distributing traffic data.

3. Flight planning: responsible for computing the flight plan of every aircraft based on
the origin and destination pair while considering the airspace structure and traffic
data sent from flow control.

4. Conflict detection and resolution: responsible for the tactical separation of the air-
craft and hence their safety. It detects conflicts and takes the necessary actions to
prevent them.

The four main modules and their relationship are depicted in a diagram in Figure 1.
The airspace structure and rules are fed as input to all other modules of the system. The
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definition of the flow groups takes place before the system initiates its operation. Flight
planning is conducted by each UAV before takeoff (i.e., pre-flight) to compute the initial
flight plan. As the UAV executes its flight plan, it communicates its state to nearby UAVs to
detect and resolve potential conflicts. During the flight, the positions of all flying UAVs are
sent to the dynamic capacity balancing module, which computes the traffic information
and shares it with the UAVs. The UAVs may use their flight planning module and the
updated traffic information to update their routes in order to avoid congested areas.

Flight planning
Tactical 

deconfliction
Flight plan 
execution

Airspace 
structure 

Dynamic capacity 
balancing

Pre-flight During flight

Route

Traffic 
information

UAVs' 
positions

UAVs' 
state

Streets, 
Directions, 
Layers,
NFZs

Flow groups 
definition

Figure 1. Diagram presenting the modules and functionalities of the studied UAS Traffic Management
(UTM) system. The data exchange between modules is indicated by arrows. Modules are grouped
depending on if they act pre-flight or during flight.

3.1. Scenarios and Missions

In order to design and test a capacity balancing management module for a UTM
system, an urban airspace environment was created based in the city of Vienna. The
airspace is divided into two areas: constrained airspace in the city centre, where aircraft
must follow the existing street network when cruising, and open airspace on the outskirts
of the city, as shown in Figure 2. Open airspace also contains restricted areas (such as public
parks and cemeteries) over which flying is prohibited.

Within the defined urban environment, high-density air traffic scenarios were gener-
ated. Two types of departure points are included: parcel distribution centres, from which a
large volume of aircraft depart, and vertiports, which are scattered around the city. Thus,
several types of missions are defined by the function of their characteristics, as presented
below:

1. Parcel delivery: Missions that originate from distribution centres and head to verti-
ports, creating diverging patterns around distribution centres. They account for 40%
of the overall traffic.

2. Food delivery: Missions that originate from vertiports and head to vertiports, creating
point-to-point traffic patterns. They account for 60% of the overall traffic.

3. Emergency missions: Point-to-point missions of high importance and low frequency.
They account for less than 0.1% of the overall traffic.

Not all missions of the systems are assumed to be of the same importance or urgency.
A medical delivery mission is reasonably more important and, in many cases, more urgent
than commercial package delivery. Priority may be assigned for special missions [22], or
depending on the mission type and the mass of the aircraft [23]. For those reasons, three
mission priority levels (from 1 to 3) are defined for the experiments of this study. The
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urgency of the mission increases with the level of priority. Emergency flights always have a
separate priority level, which is significantly more urgent than the mission priority levels.
The mission priority levels are equally distributed among the not emergency missions.
Finally, two aircraft types based on a simplified DJI Matrice 600 Pro hexacopter drone
performance model were used in the simulations. The difference between the two is that
one cruises at a speed of 20 kts while the other one at 30 kts.

Figure 2. The Vienna airspace used in our system. The denser city centre is defined as constrained
airspace, while the airspace around it is open airspace containing No Fly Zones (NFZ) areas. The
overall airspace is a cylinder of an 8 km radius and 500 feet in height.

3.2. Airspace Structure

The airspace structure was developed separately for open and constrained airspace to
meet the requirements of each airspace type. The common element between the open and
constrained airspace structures is the existence of the same number of altitude layers. In
both cases, the airspace is vertically decomposed into a set of layers that span the whole
airspace in the horizontal plan and differ in the vertical plan. Layers have been proven
to increase the structure of the traffic and decrease potential conflicts by segmenting and
aligning aircraft [20]. For open airspace, the layers are used to separate traffic based on
where the aircraft is heading. Each layer allows for a limited heading range; thus, only
aircraft with similar bearings will fly at a specific altitude.

Layers have two purposes in constrained airspace: (1) vertically separate intersecting
traffic and (2) isolate aircraft in the process of turning, as intersecting traffic and turning air-
craft provoke a large number of conflicts [24]. To accommodate these purposes, constrained
airspace layers include turning layers alongside cruising layers, which aircraft use during
the turning process in order to minimise the disruption of the main traffic flows. These turn
layers are situated between two cruising layers of different directions. Cruising layers are
the main layers while flying in constrained airspace and are grouped into two categories
based on their direction. More specifically, consecutive street edges in constrained airspace
are grouped into streets or “layer groups” based on the continuity of their bearing. The
streets in constrained airspace are one-way streets in a fully connected network. Cruis-
ing layers were assigned to layer groups to maximise the separation of cruising layers in
intersections. However, cruising layers are not separated in all intersections due to the
non-orthogonal geometry of the network.
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3.3. Flight Deconfliction Logic

The deconfliction module is composed of two sub-modules: conflict detection and
conflict resolution. The conflict detection module is tasked with identifying potential
intrusions (when two aircraft are closer than the minimum separation margin, which is set
to 32 m for the horizontal plane and 10 m in the vertical axis) that might happen. Potential
conflicts are identified using a look-ahead time of ten seconds before a potential loss of
separation occurs. The conflict detection method used within the concept at hand is a
state-based one, as intent-based decentralised conflict resolution has been found to cause
airspace instability [25]. Thus, it was hypothesised that the robustness of the method would
overcome the shortcomings given by the geometry of the airspace in which it is employed.

The conflict resolution module is activated once conflicts are detected. Based on the
conflict geometry, the mission priorities of the aircraft involved, and the available solution
space, actions are performed in order to avoid an intrusion event. The algorithm chooses to
either perform a resolution action or not, depending on the priority of the involved aircraft.
In the situation where aircraft are one behind the other, it was decided that the aircraft in
the front always has priority in order to avoid increasing the complexity of the situation.

Thus, the aircraft with the lowest priority will perform one of three actions: it will
continue its trajectory while the intruder resolves, it will ascend or descend to another
cruise layer, or it will perform speed-based conflict resolution. The latter consists of using
velocity obstacles to calculate the required velocity for the aircraft with the lowest priority
so that an intrusion is avoided.

3.4. Flight Planning

Every time a new flight request is generated, the aircraft must plan an efficient route
to complete its mission. It is assumed that the individual agents do not have knowledge
about other flight requests. The designed flight planning system includes algorithms
for path planning in both constrained and open airspace; in constrained airspace, the
designed route must follow the street network and its directionality as described from
the airspace configuration, while for open airspace, the route should not violate any of
the imposed No-Fly Zones (NFZs). The route computation is conducted in 2D, while
the aircraft configures its movement in the vertical axis dynamically depending on the
airspace structure characteristics of its location. The aircraft will start its flight in the
lowest cruise layer. The designed routes are optimised to minimise the flight time and
the number of turns, as heading changes are a major cause of conflicts, diminishing the
safety of the system [24]. Finally, the system should offer fast replanning capabilities, as
without any information concerning other flight requests, it has to act dynamically in
problematic situations.

Based on the aforementioned requirements, the D* Lite [26,27] algorithm was selected
as the basis of the path planning system. The D* Lite algorithm is capable of finding the
most cost-effective path connecting an origin node to a destination node in a graph, with
assigned costs for traversing every edge of the graph. D* Lite offers the advantage of
fast dynamic replanning. It computes the route cost starting from the destination and
moving towards the origin node. The algorithm is terminated when the search reaches
the origin node. For every processed node, the cost to reach that node from the goal has
been computed and saved to be used during replanning. For the replanning process, the
algorithm recomputes the costs only for the nodes between the changed edges and the start
point, allowing for fast replanning.

The application of the D* Lite algorithm for constrained airspace is straightforward
since the constrained airspace is described as a directed graph, with the street intersections
being graph nodes and the street segments connecting them being the edges. Turning had
an increased cost over continuing in the current street. This allowed UAVs to prefer routes
with fewer turns in constrained airspace, as, based on the literature, turns generate a large
number of conflicts [24], and minimising the number of turns increases the efficiency of the
route in regards to time and energy [28,29]. In order to apply the same algorithm for open
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airspace, a set of nodes and the connection between them has to be defined. The selected ap-
proach for creating the nodes in open airspace is the trapezoidal cell decomposition [30,31],
which transforms the open airspace into a set of cells. Each cell corresponds to a node
point located at the centre of the cell, and a bi-directional graph describing open airspace is
created.

4. Dynamic Capacity Management

Dynamic capacity management will be a mandated component of any future UTM
system for urban airspace [32]. This module will help mitigate local hotspots and will
enable UAVs to react to the actual traffic situation. We propose the inclusion of a flow
control module in order to minimise those problems for UTM systems. Flow control is
applied only in constrained airspace, in which traffic is congested due to space limitations.
A flow control design and different implementations are proposed in this section for this
purpose. Constrained airspace is subdivided into flow groups based on different criteria:
(1) street-based, (2) grid-based, and (3) cluster-based. A common flow control module is
applied to each different design.

4.1. Flow Control

The flow control module is an active, centralised service in our system. It is a cen-
tralised information resource that individual agents can use to replan. It may be compared
with the multiple existing mobile traffic and navigation applications (e.g., Google Maps,
Apple Maps, Sygic GPS Navigation and Maps), as those apps gather location data from
smartphone users and estimate traffic and arrival time at the desired destination. Those
applications compute and propose alternative routes to avoid traffic and minimise the
travel time, but it is up to the user to decide which route they prefer to follow. Following
the same logic, the proposed flow control module gathers location data from the UAVs
registered in the system and estimates the traffic density across the streets. That information
is shared with the UAV agents, who plan their routes using the traffic data.

4.1.1. Flow Control Module Responsibilities

The flow control module is responsible for gathering traffic data from all the UAVs in
the air, processing them, and sharing that information with the UAVs of interest. The idea
behind the flow control system is inspired by [33]. They focused on traffic management in a
warehouse with autonomous ground vehicles. In their case, the routes were computed from
a uni-directional graph with a fixed known cost for each edge. They added a time-varying
cost at each edge, as assigned by the traffic management agents. Our work applies a similar
strategy. The flow control logic is presented in Figure 3, and the methodology is composed
of the following four steps:

1. Data gathering: The flow control module gathers the position of all UAVs every 10 s.
2. Traffic computation: After the data are collected, the UAV positions are grouped

to generate the current traffic pattern. A set of predefined flow groups is used, as
described in Section 4.2, and each UAV is assigned to one of the groups depending on
its position. The number of UAVs in each group is used as a traffic indicator for that
group. The traffic density is computed by dividing the UAV number by the summed
length of all the streets contained in the group.

3. Traffic information update: Based on the UAV density computed for each group, the
flow control system updates the traffic information and imposes some costs for the
streets contained in that group. Higher densities correspond to higher costs.

4. Traffic information announcement: The recently updated traffic information needs to
be communicated to the affected UAVs so that they can regulate their flight speeds
and possibly replan to avoid high traffic.
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Compute traffic
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Update traffic
information

Central Entity

Flight planning
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Traffic
data

Figure 3. Diagram showing the operation logic of the flow control module.

4.1.2. Flow Control Speed Limits

When updating the information and cost of a traffic group, two values are changed.
Every flow group has two kinds of speed limits: a real speed limit and a virtual speed
limit. The real speed limit corresponds to the maximum allowed speed for the streets of
the flow group. The virtual speed limit has an effect only while an aircraft is planning a
route, as it is the one used as the cost of traversing a street. As a result, a path using a very
crowded street appears to have a higher cost during path planning and an alternative path
is investigated. Three levels of traffic and speed limits are used:

1. Low traffic: Density of less than 0.005 aircraft per metre with a real and virtual speed
limit of 30 knots.

2. Medium traffic: Density between 0.005 and 0.025 aircraft per metre with a real speed
limit of 30 knots and a virtual speed limit of 15 knots.

3. High traffic: Density of more than 0.025 aircraft per metre with a real speed limit of
15 knots and a virtual speed limit of 0.1 knots.

The maximum density of the constrained airspace with the imposed airspace structure
is achieved for 0.156 aircraft per metre (one aircraft per layer in the five layers with 32 m
of separation distance between aircraft in the horizontal plane), such that aircraft do not
violate the minimum separation distance. The traffic levels are selected based on that value
and are fine-tuned using extensive testing.

After the speed limits are updated, the flow control module sends the new speed limits
to the aircraft. The responsibility of utilising that information is assigned to the aircraft.
When an aircraft initially plans its flight plan, it uses a copy of the original street graph,
assuming that all flow groups have low traffic. Before taking off, the aircraft requests the
flow control module to provide it with the current speed limits, and the aircraft updates
its path, replans it if needed, and then starts its flight. After take-off, the aircraft keeps
updating its graph every time it receives new traffic information from the flow control
module.

4.1.3. Flight Replanning

When an aircraft receives the speed limit changes, it updates the cost of the nodes
directly affected by the changes, as described by the D* Lite algorithm [26] and the edge
speed limits. If there are changes in its graph, the aircraft recomputes its path by re-applying
the D* Lite algorithm for the updated weights.

The difference between planning and replanning is found in the initialisation of the
graph. Initial planning starts with an original graph, with no computed costs for edges,
while in replanning, the costs of the edges are computed based on the current traffic
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situation. The computation time of replanning depends on the number of changes and on
whether these have an effect on the already explored nodes.

Because the flow control system imposes speed limits in an attempt to regulate traffic
reactively, it could cause all the aircraft that found themselves in high traffic to replan
using the same alternative route. That behaviour would cause the high-traffic mass to
be moved into another flow group instead of being dissolved. An example of oscillatory
congestion in traffic networks is presented in [34]. Users of routing apps react in real-time
to traffic congestion, and drivers switch between highways trying to avoid heavy traffic.
They concluded that the use of routing apps may have a negative effect on the stability
of equilibrium points and cause oscillatory traffic patterns. To avoid that phenomenon in
our system, aircraft flying in streets with high traffic density are allowed to replan based
on their mission priority. In this way, only a portion of the aircraft contribute to high
traffic replans, allowing them to escape the traffic area and decreasing traffic density. Our
system includes three mission priority levels. Replanning in high-traffic density streets is
only allowed for the highest priority flights, representing approximately 33.5% of the total
aircraft.

4.2. Flow Groups

The main focus of this study is to investigate how constrained urban airspace should be
segmented into flow control sectors or flow groups to facilitate dynamic capacity balancing.
Three separate sectoring methods for the definition of flow groups are proposed. The
grid-based and cluster-based techniques are implemented for two sizes (small and large)
to test the impact of their size. The small and large implementations are designed to have
similar sizes for the grid-based and cluster-based cases in order to enable the comparison
of the results.

4.2.1. Baseline: Street Groups

The street groups methodology generates flow groups by conjoining sequential and
continuous street edges. As described in Section 3.2, the street edges are grouped into
layer groups based on their continuity. Two street edges sharing a node (i.e., neighbouring
edges) are grouped together if they have similar bearings. The Continuity in Street Net-
works (COINS) algorithm is used for this purpose [35]. The flow groups are continuous
groups of street edges, and they are generated by splitting the layer groups into shorter
streets. The final flow groups have an average length of 335.04 m, and each generated
flow group contained at least one street edge. In total, 2113 flow groups are defined for
constrained airspace after splitting the layer groups. This method was created and used by
the decentralised concept of Metropolis II and will be referred to as the baseline for this
paper.

4.2.2. Grid Sectors

The grid sectors methodology defines flow groups as a group of neighbouring streets
rather than a collection of continuous streets. That is achieved by dividing the airspace area
into subareas, each defining a flow group and including all the street edges of the subarea.
Two implementations of this approach are generated, one with a grid of 20 by 20 squares
of 500 m edge size (small grid sectors) and one with a grid of 11 by 11 squares of 909 m
edge size (large grid sectors). The grids are overlaid over the constrained airspace graph.
The street edges are distinguished into flow groups based on which square contains each
of them. If a street edge belongs to more than one square, then it is assigned to the one in
which it has the longest segment. Squares that do not include any street edges at the end
are deleted. This method creates 263 flow groups for the small grid sectors implementation
and 92 flow groups for the large grid sectors implementation. The resulting flow groups
are shown in Figure 4 for the two implementations, in which the street edges are coloured
depending on their corresponding flow group.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. The defined flow groups for the two grid sectors’ implementations. The overlaid grid is
delineated in black, while each flow group is drawn by a different colour. (a) The small grid sectors
flow groups; (b) The large grid sectors flow groups.

4.2.3. Cluster Sectors

The cluster sectors method requires historical or simulated data in order to use conflicts
as input. The conflicts are grouped into clusters based on their location, and the geometric
centres of the clusters are used to define the flow groups. We selected to run a test with the
flow control module deactivated for a low-density scenario with 3350 flights over 1.5 h, and
that created a collection of 12,916 conflicts. The conflicts are grouped using the k-means
constrained clustering algorithm [36] and provides the desired number of clusters and
maximum size for each cluster. Utilising this technique allows us to generate denser and
smaller cluster areas in locations with a large number of conflicts and larger cluster areas in
locations with fewer conflicts. After the cluster centres are computed, a Voronoi graph is
created based on the centres. The polygons of the Voronoi graph are cropped based on the
geometry of the constrained airspace. The street edges contained in a certain cell are used
to define a unique flow group. If a street edge belongs to more than one cell, it is matched
to the cell in which it has the longest segment, in the same way as in Section 4.2.2.

The cluster sectors method is used to generate two different sets of flow groups, the
large cluster sectors and the small cluster sectors. These use the same conflicts as inputs
but have different clustering settings in order to vary the average size of a cluster. The
selected constants used in the clustering algorithm for the first set were 100 clusters, with a
maximum number of 300 conflicts per cluster, which created a number of 80 flow groups,
as shown in Figure 5b. For the second set, 300 clusters were used with a maximum cluster
size of 100 conflicts. The second set of flow groups is presented in Figure 5a and includes
233 flow groups. In both cases, the flow group size is noticeably smaller in the city centre,
where the conflict concentration is larger.

4.2.4. Flow Group Definitions Overview

The following section presents a comparison of the obtained structures for each
method. Table 1 presents the number of flow groups for each flow group division method,
alongside the minimum, average, and maximum length of the flow groups. Although
the average and maximum length of the baseline flow groups are the smallest of the
five cases, its minimum length is larger than the grid sectors methods and the small clusters
implementations. Furthermore, in the baseline case, the number of flow groups is about
10 times greater than the number of flow groups for the small division implementations
and about 25 times greater than the large division implementations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. The defined flow groups for the two cluster sectors implementations. The Voronoi graph is
delineated in black, while each flow group is drawn in a different colour. (a) The small cluster sectors
flow groups; (b) The large cluster sectors flow groups.

The graph presented in Figure 6a shows the number of street edges in each group in
the five different implementations. The baseline implementation has a noticeably lower
dispersion compared to the rest. For the baseline approach, the standard deviation of the
number of edges per flow group is 1.2, while it takes the values of 18.67, 53.97, 73.74, and
33.76 for the small grid sectors, large grid sectors, large cluster sectors, and small cluster
sectors, respectively. The small grid sectors and the small cluster sectors have similar values
for the largest percentage of data, while the latter has some outliers with higher values. The
large grid sectors and large cluster sectors also show comparable numbers of edges. The
small and large implementations of the grid and cluster sectors are deliberately selected to
have similar lengths and numbers of edges. The boxplot presented in Figure 6b shows the
length of each flow group in the five different methods. The large cluster sectors and large
grid sectors approaches are depicted to have longer flow groups, with more than half of
them being longer than 10 km.
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Figure 6. The number of street edges and the total length for per flow group for the five flow
control implementations. (a) The number of street edges per flow group; (b) The sum of the street
edges length per flow group.
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Table 1. An overview of the different designed flow groups.

Flow Control Number of Flow
Groups Minimum Length (m) Average Length (m) Maximum Length (m)

Baseline 2113 193.22 335.04 1858.1
Grid sectors large 92 191.6 8523.34 17,020.71
Grid sectors small 263 53.14 2981.55 5928.727

Clusters sectors large 80 610.1 9801.84 41,209.44
Clusters sectors small 233 79.93 3365.44 24,964.13

5. Concept Evaluation

The current section includes the description of experiments, the simulation results,
and the evaluation of the flow group definition methods.

5.1. Experiment Setup

The flow control experiments require simulations to test the performance of the system
across different scenarios. The open-air traffic simulator BlueSky [37] is used to execute
simulations with up to 1900 aircraft simultaneously in the air. BlueSky is designed to be
highly modular, allowing the implementation of the flow control and the other system
modules as programmed plugins.

The flow control approaches are tested using the BlueSky simulator in five levels of
flight densities. For every density, nine different traffic scenarios are generated and tested,
which share the same experimental parameters but include different flight paths. The
results of the nine repetitions are used to create each boxplot. Table 2 presents the five
density levels used in the experiments. The values of the average number of aircraft per
scenario and the maximum number of concurrent aircraft for each density are provided.
These numbers correspond to the total airspace, described as a cylinder with a radius of
8 km and a height of 500 feet.

Table 2. The traffic densities used in the experiments.

Density Average Number of Aircraft
per Scenario

Maximum Number of
Concurrent Aircraft

Very Low 1660 350
Low 3340 720

Medium 4990 1100
High 6650 1500

Very high 8290 1900

5.2. Dependent Variables

Seven metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the system across four different
categories: safety, efficiency, capacity, and replanning. The seven dependent experiment
variables are introduced in Table 3.

One capacity metric is proposed, called average demand delay. The demand delay per
flight is measured as the ideal time of arrival subtracted by the actual time of arrival at the
destination. Firstly, the ideal time of arrival is computed as the required time of departure
plus the ideal flight time, which is calculated as the length of the shortest route connecting
the origin to the destination without considering traffic and turns, divided by the cruising
speed of the aircraft. A similar metric is employed in [38]. Then, the computed demand
delays are averaged to calculate the average demand delay for each scenario.

Efficiency is expressed as horizontal distance and route duration efficiency, like in [39].
Both are provided as a percentage value, where larger values represent better system
efficiency. The true values of the horizontal distance and route duration are compared to
the ideal to compute the value of efficiency. The metrics are computed by dividing the ideal
values by the actual ones.
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Table 3. The metrics used to evaluate the flow control approaches.

Metric Name Metric Category Metric Description

Average demand delay Capacity The average delay in reaching the destination in comparison to ideal
arrival time.

Horizontal distance efficiency Efficiency The percentage of the sum of the ideal length of all flights over the sum
of the actual length of all flights.

Route duration efficiency Efficiency The percentage of the sum of the ideal execution time of all flights over
the sum of the actual execution time of all flights.

Number of conflicts per flight Safety The number of conflicts detected divided by the number of aircraft in
the scenario.

Number of intrusions per flight Safety The number of intrusions detected divided by the number of aircraft in
the scenario.

Number of replans per flight Replanning The number of times aircraft modified their flight plan due to replanning
divided by the number of aircraft in the scenario.

Number of attempted replans per
flight

Replanning The number of times aircraft attempted to replan and did not modify
their flight plan divided by the number of aircraft in the scenario.

The number of conflicts and the number of intrusions per flight are utilised as safety
metrics, similar to [40]. A conflict is defined as a predicted situation that will lead to a
loss of separation if no action is taken, while an intrusion is a loss of separation. In our
experiments, the minimum allowed separation distance between two UAVs is 32 m in the
horizontal plane and 10 m in the vertical axis.

Finally, two metrics regarding replanning are introduced to count the number of
replans and attempted replans per flight. The replanning metrics are designed specifically
for this work. Although those two metrics do not act as an indicator of the performance
of the system, they are proposed to quantify the reactiveness of each proposed approach.
The replan and attempted replan events are both triggered by the changes in the cost of the
path planning graph, applied by the flow control entity due to new traffic data. A replan
is considered when an aircraft selects a new route to reach its destination. An attempted
replan is considered when an aircraft attempts to compute the best route based on the
new traffic data, and the generated route is identical to the one the aircraft was already
executing.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Capacity

The average demand delay is shown in Figure 7 and represents the average delay
in reaching the destination for all flights in a scenario. The baseline approach offers the
lowest delay for very low traffic density and provides comparable values up to medium
density. For the high and very high densities, the results are reversed, with the baseline
approach offering the longest demand delays. The implementation with no flow control
shows the worst demand delay for densities up to the medium level. For the high and very
high density levels, only the baseline approach generates more delay than the system with
no flow control. The other methods of flow group definitions (i.e., grid sectors and cluster
sectors variations) show the best results for densities between medium and very high. The
small cluster sectors approach seems to be the best performing across different densities.

5.3.2. Efficiency

Figure 8 shows the horizontal distance route efficiency and the route duration efficiency
metrics. The flow control implementations show similar patterns for the horizontal distance
efficiency and the duration efficiency values across all densities. From very low to medium
densities, all six implementations have very close values, with the no flow control, the two
grid sectors, and the large cluster sectors cases having slightly smaller performance values
for the very low density. For the high density, the baseline has the lowest performance
values. The very high density presents similar results to the high density, but the differences
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between the implementations are larger. The route duration efficiency metric presented in
Figure 8b shows similar results.
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Figure 7. Boxplot graph for the average demand delay, measured in seconds, across the five different
density values.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Boxplot graphs of the horizontal distance route and route duration efficiency metrics across
the five different density values. (a) The horizontal distance route efficiency, measured as a percentage
over the ideal horizontal distance route; (b) The route duration efficiency, measured as a percentage
over the ideal route duration.

5.3.3. Safety

Figure 9 presents the number of conflicts and the number of intrusions, respectively,
per flight for the five different density values. The six different flow control approaches
show similar patterns for a number of conflicts and intrusions. In very low and low density,
the number of conflicts and intrusions remain relatively constant across the six different
implementations. This may be because streets are not yet congested, so the flow control
system is not very active. In medium density, some variation appears between the results
of the different implementations. The system with no flow control has a slightly higher
number of conflicts and intrusions, while all alternative flow group definition methods
show slightly better results than the baseline. In high and very high densities, the small
grid sectors, large cluster sectors, and small cluster sectors show clear improvement over
the baseline. The small cluster sectors implementation is the best performing, as it reduces
conflicts and intrusions up to 15% from the baseline. In the higher densities, we also notice
that the no flow control approach generates a smaller number of conflicts and intrusions
than the baseline system, which means that the baseline system has reached its capacity
limits.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Boxplot graphs of the number of conflicts and the number of intrusions per flight across
the five different density values. (a) The number of conflicts per flight, measured as the number
of detected conflicts. (b) The number of intrusions per flight, measured as the number of loss of
separation events.

5.3.4. Replanning

Figure 10 shows the average number of replans and attempted replans per flight.
Figure 10a demonstrates that the number of replans per flight shows an increasing trend
with increasing density levels for all flow control approaches. The baseline approach
causes about twice the number of replans than the small cluster sectors approach. The
number of attempted replans, from Figure 10b, is relatively constant across the five density
levels for the baseline approach, while it presents an increasing trend for the rest of the
implementations. The baseline approach shows the greatest number of attempted replans,
having comparable values to the small cluster sectors approach for high and very high
densities. The high numbers of replans and attempted replans in the baseline approach
may be explained by the length of its flow groups. As derived from Table 1, the baseline
approach has significantly shorter flow groups by average and small-scale redistribution of
traffic might change the costs of the path planning graph. On the other hand, the two grid
sectors’ implementations have comparable but shorter flow groups to the corresponding
cluster sectors’ implementations. When comparing the grid sectors small to the cluster
sectors small and the grid sectors large to the cluster sectors large, the cluster sectors trigger
more replans and attempted replans than the grid sectors.
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Figure 10. Boxplot graphs of the number of replans and attempted replans per flight across the five
different density values. (a) The number of replans per flight. (b) The number of attempted replans
per flight.
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6. Discussion

The flow control study provided a number of interesting results. The most immediate
result is that the baseline system has an overall worse performance than the case in which
no flow control is used. Although the baseline implementation showed improved results
over the no flow control implementation for low densities across the capacity, efficiency and
safety metrics, the results were reversed for high and very high densities. This indicates
that the baseline approach reached its capacity limits and has its bottleneck at a medium
traffic density level. On the other hand, the proposed alternative flow control methods
were more effective and generated improved or comparable results to the no flow control
implementation for all density levels. That shows that the identified bottleneck of the
system is dependent on the specific flow group definition method in use.

The small cluster sector method seems to have the best performance across the capacity,
efficiency and safety metrics, especially for high and very high-density values. A potential
drawback of the cluster sectors approach is derived by its dependency on the available
traffic data (simulation or historical). If the data used to produce the flow groups are not
indicative of the actual traffic patterns, the efficiency of the method may be diminished. In
the case of highly unpredictable or significantly changing traffic patterns, the gird sectors
approach might be preferred over the cluster sectors. Another proposed solution would be
to apply the cluster sectors approach dynamically and allow the flow groups to adjust to
the current traffic pattern.

The cluster sectors implementations, both small and large, generated more replans
and attempted replans than the grid sectors implementation of the respective size. The
probable reason for that is that the cluster sectors approaches created shorter flow groups
in the congested city centre, where the traffic is often redistributed. That phenomenon is
desirable, as it should cause replannings to avoid the heavy traffic of the city centre.

After the flow groups are defined, the computational complexity of the proposed
dynamic capacity method is independent of the approach used to create the flow groups.
During its operation, the flow control module has a computational complexity of O(n),
analogous to the number of flow groups, which is not dependent on the number of changes
in the traffic values. In the work at hand, the flow control module is a central service, and
the number of flow groups investigated are not expected to create any significant delays.
However, if the flow control capability is instead implemented in a distributed manner
across the UAVs of the system, the computational complexity of the flow control method
could be a limiting factor. In this case, the number of flow groups should be tested to ensure
the distributed agents do not reach their computational limits and implementations with a
larger number of flow groups (e.g., the baseline implementation or the two small sectors)
might be avoided. Additionally, the replanning metrics show that those implementations
with a larger number of flow groups and, consequently, smaller flow group regions trigger
more replan and attempted replans. In every replanning (or attempted replanning) event,
the UAV uses the D* Lite algorithm to search for an improved flight plan. As a result, the
future UTM designer should consider the computational complexity of the flow control
method and the flight replanning method when designing the flow groups.

Capacity, efficiency, and safety metrics were used for the evaluation of the performance
of the flow control implementations. The metrics of those categories can easily be used
for comparison of different implementations, as their desired values are clear. Capacity,
efficiency, and safety are distinct metrics, and their improvement has a direct impact on the
overall performance of the system. That is not also the case for the replanning metrics, as
it is more difficult to define an ideal value for them. The replanning metrics may be used
to evaluate the reactiveness of the system to traffic changes. Although the preferred level
of reactiveness cannot be expressed as a number, this study showed that the performance
metrics provide the best results for a system with a small, but not zero, number of replans
and attempted replans across all densities, which slightly increases with the density level.
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7. Conclusions

This paper studies dynamic capacity balancing in UTM/ U-space and utilises a flow
control module for this purpose. A flow control module for a hybrid system is presented,
and three approaches for defining the flow groups used by the system are described. The
different flow groups are compared to each other to identify the best-performing one. The
developed system is also compared against a system with no flow control to showcase the
advantages offered by its use. The system is tested in highly dense traffic in constrained,
urban airspace.

Capacity balancing can be conducted via a dynamic airspace structure or in a cen-
tralised proactive way via strategic pre-flight separation management. This work attempts
to study how to define a flow control system to support indirect traffic spreading. It tests
a system in which a central entity gathers and processes traffic data, and the individual
UAVs decide if replanning is efficient for them. Capacity balancing for UTM is an open
research subject, and many aspects of it remain to be investigated. In this work, traffic
is managed based on the current traffic density of predetermined flow groups. The flow
control module is tested in a system including no strategic flight planning or deconfliction
to stress the system performance in high traffic densities.

The comparison of the flow control implementations shows the advantage of including
such a method in the UTM system and the impact of different designing methods. The
baseline implementation had relatively poor results for high and very high air traffic
densities, while all the other flow group definition methods proved to have a positive effect
on the system capacity, efficiency, and safety across all densities. The small cluster sectors
implementation was the best performing of the tested implementations. However, it should
be noted that for the design of cluster sector flow groups, simulation and/or historical
data are needed. The flight data are used to quantify the risk of different map areas. The
map is divided into large flow groups in areas with low risk and smaller, more controllable
flow groups in areas with high risk. In this work, the risk was quantified using the conflict
events from previous simulation runs. The performance improvement of the system by
introducing a flow control module with carefully defined flow groups has been shown.
The system efficiency, safety, and capacity were ameliorated by the inclusion of most of the
tested flow control implementations over a system with no flow control.

Future research should look into combining traffic density with traffic complexity mea-
surements (e.g., attitude changes, inter-vehicle distances, and predicted conflicts metrics) to
estimate dynamic traffic density, near-future traffic prediction based on the intentions of the
aircraft, and the use of real-time aircraft clustering for defining flow groups dynamically
based on aircraft congested areas. The future designer of such a system should heavily
consider the airspace structure and flight planning algorithm used on the system, as they
are deeply co-dependent. In a future UTM system, the flow control could work alongside
strategic flight planning to further reduce aircraft congestion in specific regions. Further-
more, the proposed flow control module gathers the positions of all UAVs in a predefined
interval. A more elaborate version of the system could also include the intentions of the
aircraft so that it can estimate their positions in the next time step. That would allow the
system to act in a more proactive manner.
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ATM Air Traffic Management
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PIs Performance Indicators
UAS Unmanned Aircraft System
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